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R E L E A S E

Sound That Will Move You.

VTEK-62

VTEK-57

VTEK-52

VTEK-42
VTEK-62Xi

VTEK-52Xi

VTEK-57Xi
HIGH PERFORMANCE

FEATURES

Designed to deliver audiophile sound quality, the VTEK series
includes Earthquake’s top of the line coaxial speakers,
available in 4 ohm or 2-ohm (VTEK-Xi). They play hard and
loud while remaining free of stressful distortion. VTEK’s high
quality die-cast aluminum baskets prevent rusting. The silk
tweeters are perfectly dialed in to reproduce the crispest and
most accurate highs while matching perfectly with the sound of
midrange drivers. VTEK speakers will fit with any system from
competition show cars to your everyday vehicle.

•

VTEK-Xi

Tri-layer woven carbon fiber cones

• Silk dome tweeters
• PistonMax™ wide surrounds pushed out to the
edge fo the basket to produce 20% more
performance than any other surround
• Die-cast aluminum baskets with diamond cut
brushed lips (sized to fit most foreign and domestic
vehicles)
• Swiveling 20mm Silk Dome Tweeter

The new VTEK-Xi speakers deliver the same quality and
performance as the original VTEK speakers but are now
available in a convenient 2-Ohm package. Elminating the need
to buy over priced replacement speakers or amplifier from the
vehicle manufacturer or the audio manufacturer, Earthquake's
new VTEK-Xi speakers cost less, perform better, and will reach
you in less time.

• Woofer Protection Circuitry

MSRP
VTEK-42

$129/pr

VTEK-52

$159/pr

VTEK-52Xi

$159/pr

VTEK-57

$169/pr

VTEK-57Xi

$169/pr

VTEK-62

$179/pr

VTEK-62Xi

$190/pr

VTEK-693

$229/pr

MSRP
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Sound That Will Move You.

VTEK-MC5

WITH GRILLE

VTEK-MC6

BACK

HIGH PERFORMANCE

FEATURES

You'll be hypnotized by the vibrant imaging of VTEK
component systems. Expect shining clear sound and blazing
performance, thanks to Earthquake's combination of
innovative materials and design.

• Tri-layer carbon fiber cone with electro-plated
aluminum surface sealer

The layered electroplated carbon fiber woofer cones produce
accurate, natural-sounding music, thanks to a linear drive
magnet design and the excellent sound-propagating qualities
of the woofers’ low mass cone.

• Cast aluminum basket

• Overhung rubber surround

• High precision 1” silk dome tweeters
• Four mounting options

Bottom line, these are sound quality speakers designed to take
the guessing game out of high-end speaker choices.

• New carbon fiber styled crossover
• Over-sized polypropylene crossover capacitors

MSRP
VTEK-MC5

$249/pr

• 12-db-per-octave slopes

VTEK-MC6

$299/pr

• Flat or -3db tweeter connections
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